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PROJECT OF THE MONTH | BHARTI FOOD COURT ‘THE WALK’ (AEROCITY DELHI), DESIGNED AND 

EXECUTED BY CHERRY HILL INTERIORS

Bharti Food court ‘The Walk’
known as the “Food Capital” at
Worldmark Aerocity, by Bharti
Realty is the popular food court
at a distance of less than 10
minutes from the international
airport and 20 minutes from
South Delhi and Gurugram.

The Walk’ is at a central,
accessible location, offering a
wide range of options in F&B
and retail. With many food
counters and a large number of
standalone restaurants, Food
Capital makes for a space which
truly offers something for
everyone.

Project: ‘The Walk’ Food Court

Location: Aerocity, New Delhi
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The design has a stunning external
presence & thoughtfully created
interiors, spacious elevators and
great views across the floors.

‘The Walk’ is not like a traditional
enclosed food court. It has a
double height ceiling with a
sunroof allowing in plenty of
natural light, a water body for
added relaxed ambience using
handmade tiles and a cooling
atmosphere because of the
abundance of plants all around it.

There are more than twenty
restaurants/ clubs/ bars/ cafes at
‘The Walk’ offering cuisines with a
wide range of palette. The cuisines
range from regional Indian to Pan-
Asian, French, Italian, Continental
and other global cuisines.

Most of the restaurants have been
created only from a fine dine
perspective. It focuses on best
experience – be it food or ambience
or even nightlife. Authenticity,
curation, ambience, quality of food
is what a customer is looking for
and we provide exactly the same.

The space is also a fusion of
food counters and standalone
restaurants offering a global
array of cuisines. Food Capital
has specially curated spaces
where events are hosted on a
regular basis including plays
/stand up acts / live bands etc.

It is safe, it offers a great
ambience, a number of retail
and F&B options. The concept
of an ‘all-in-one place’ makes it
the perfect leisure destination.
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SPECIAL FEATURE | SMARTMIRRORS TO MAKE VISITOR EXPERIENCE ZONES

As the place where visitors and clients often gather their first
impressions, office reception areas and lobbies are super
influential. That means having uncomfortable, worn out chairs,
boring walls, and terrible interior design is an absolute no-no
for these rooms. And when everything in your life is smart, so
should be the office reception. In fact what speaks young,
dynamic and tech savvy than having a smart office reception.

We view Receptions not only as places to make visitors wait,
but as dynamic vibrant spaces that should become the visitor
experience zones! In a day and age where everything
competes for attention, your reception needs to have state of
the art technology to enable a truly impressive experience for
your visitors. One such technology that can revolutionise your
receptions experience is MiazaMirror.

Miaza Mirror is a premium patented Smart Mirror that
reimagines the mirror to suit the 21st century. Smart mirror is
one of the growing priorities of modern days’ community. It is
an alternative to the traditional mirror being used in malls,
offices, automobiles, and homes. The smart mirror offers an
effortless digital experience allowing the user to get access to
the information that you want them to see. You can interact
with the Mirror with accompanying App, Speech or Gesture.
Imagine saying “Show a demo reel of the great work done
here” and the Mirror automatically shows a clip of your
companies excellent work! This is a reality with MiazaMirror.

Normally MiazaMirror looks like a normal premium mirror.
Step in front of it and the AI Driven Face Detection turns it on.
It can then be custom programmed to provide different
engaging experiences. For example the Mirror can act as a
virtual receptionist, taking visitors name, pictures and
producing a visitor pass and further also informing your office
members about the guest. Or it can show your product range
and your offerings and advertisements. The Mirror can also
help them order beverages while they wait. Mirror can help
people try out experiences and even give them augmented
reality tours of your offices or factories. MiazaMirror is also
videoconferencing capable allowing your visitors to connect
with your remote offices.

Every Mirror comes with custom content and experiences
created just for your company. The team of AI Engineers, work
to build your visitor experience zones centered and controlled
by the Mirror. The MiazaMirror also has its own IoT backbone
allowing it to control lights, fans etc by speech or app. Mirror
also functions as a SelfieStation allowing users to experience
your technology and take augmented reality pictures and gifs
with the Mirror. At the backend the mirror maintains complete
records of number of visitors, their sex and age group
(determined through AI), their names etc. This provides your
office with analytics about your visitors while providing them
with engaging experience.

MiazaMirror also has several other uses. For example, teams
report greater learning through immersion and interactivity.
Training teams and employees on MiazaMirror is powered by
the augmented reality training modules, seamless video
conferencing and performance tracking. With MiazaMirror
training is more impactful, lasts longer and is a community
experience unmatched by any existing technology. No office in
the 21st century can simply rely on conventional good design.
MiazaMirror can be the smart platform around which you can
construct your companies Smart Visitor Experience Zone.
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Multifunctional chairs with
four legs stacking or sled
frame in painted aluminum
or chromed steel, available
in padded seat with
polypropylene backrest or
completely upholstered.

KRIMM exudes of a range of
stackable polyfunctional chairs
with arms, finished with either
upholstered seat & backrest in
black polypropylene or padded
seat and back.

Kalea narrates a colourful story
of versatility in a given space.
These are our multi-purpose
chairs perfected with
polypropylene shells and
padded seats.

Polycarbonate stackable
chairs with 4 legs. Also, come
with fixed as well as swivel
bases with or without padded
seat. Shell available in colours
like black, white, red, mocha
and transparent

These elegantly designed chairs
feature a two color seat of two
parts. The snap assembly allows
the user to change colors and
configurations at any time.

PRODUCT SHOWCASE | CONTEMPORARY OFFICE FURNITURE BY CHERRY HILL INTERIORS
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INDUSTRY SHOWCASE | CONSTRUCTION SPECIALTIES 

Architectural Louvers

Our diverse line of louvers can
meet the air flow requirements of
any project. CS storm– resistant
louvers are up to 100% effective at
stopping wind– driven rain. CS also
offers acoustical louvers, blast
resistant louvers, and vision
barriers. Our louvers are available
in a variety of profiles and can help
achieve the aesthetic you want
without sacrificing performance or
protection.

Acrovyn® Wall Protection

Protect interiors in hospitals,
airports, and other buildings with
Acrovyn® semi-rigid sheet, corner
guards, hand rails, and crash rails.
Acrovyn sheet is also an excellent
means to protect doors and
maintain your facility looking like
new for years. Our Acrovyn wall
protection line has a range of
colors, wood grains, shapes, &
thicknesses as required to meet the
specific needs of your project.

Entrance Flooring Systems

CS’ wide range of entrance flooring
systems creates a positive visual
impact on visitors from their first
step into your building. CS mats
and stainless steel grids reduce
maintenance costs by trapping dirt,
debris, and moisture before it
enters a facility. Keeping your
building clean, reducing liability
from falls, making a memorable
first impression are all easily
achievable with CS’ entrance
flooring systems

Expansion Joint Covers

CS’ experience and expertise
regarding thermal, wind–sway,
settlement, and seismic building
movement allows us to offer an
extensive line of high-quality
expansion joint cover (“EJC”)
systems that are unmatched in the
industry. Our EJCs can be used in
floor, wall, ceiling, exterior, parking
and stadium applications to meet
your project’s unique movement
criteria.

Construction Specialties (“CS”) is one of the world’s most
trusted manufacturers of high-performance specialty
architectural building products. With headquarters in New
Jersey, USA, CS has over 2000 employees worldwide and
representation and/orfactories in over 30 countries. CS recently
celebrated its 70th anniversary and is still a family-owned
business.

CS India, established over 15 years ago and based in Mumbai, is
a wholly owned subsidiary of CS and follows strict quality and
performance guidelines.CS Indiaprovides solutions to complex
building and design challenges that India’s architects, designers,
building owners, facility managers, and contractors face every
day, ranging from protecting buildings from monsoon rains with
storm-resistant louvers to protecting building interiors and

exteriors with custom expansion joint systems, Acrovyn® Wall
Protection, and entrance flooring systems.

CS India has sales representatives and dealers across India and
will be happy to help make your next project a success! For
more information on how CS India can assist you, please contact
us at:

Mr. Chetan Jangle
Country Manager

email: cjangle@c-sgroup.com

Just a few of our technical product offerings are listed below. For
a preview of the entire CS product line offering, including
explosion vent panels, sunscreens, and Acrovyn Doors, please
visit our website: www.c-sgroup.com.
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This 

month in 

history

1636

1666

1969

1982

1998

2001SEPTEMBER

IF YOU HAVE NO 

YOU'LL LIKELY HAVE NO 
SUCCESS

~  MALCOLM X

When President Chaim
Weizmann died in 1952, 

Albert Einstein was asked to 
be Israel's 2nd president, but 

he declined, stating that he 
had "neither the natural 

ability nor the experience to 
deal with human beings”

CRITICS

Harvard University is founded 

The Great Fire of London starts. It burned 

over 10,000 homes 

The first ATM (automatic teller machine) is 

installed

The first record of someone using the 

emoticon :-) to an online bulletin board

Google, the search engine company, is 

founded

9-11 terrorist attackers use airliners to destroy 

the World Trade Center and part of The 

Pentagon in the US
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For Business Queries, send mail to: Ritu@tgh.co.in
For Concierge Services, Download the App –
TGH MyGenie and Experience Convenience
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This newspaper is sponsored by:

www.cherryhill.in

CHERRY HILL INTERIORS PVT. LTD.
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